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R06 July 2021 Notes Version 2 
 

These notes aim to cover all the key points arising from the April case studies. I have aimed 

to be as accurate as possible but the odd error may have crept through. So please don’t rely 

on this as your only guide, read other sources and carry out your own research. 

 

This is version 2 (and hopefully the final one!) All amendments are shown in RED to make it 

easier for the Sussex group to track any changes. 

 

Good luck 

 

Case study 1 Dan and Sara 
 

• Both 48, two children 11 & 10 

 

Dan’s remuneration 

 

• Dan is a pharmacist basic salary £102,000 plus a bonus of £10,000 

• Member of employer’s GPP scheme. He contributes 7% of basic, employer 11% 

• His contribution is £7,140 therefore his ANI is £104,860 which means he loses £2,430 

of his personal allowance. 

• He gets £204,000 DIS 

• Sick pay is 90 days full salary then SSP. 

 

Sara’s remuneration 

 

• Solicitor working part time on £40,000 a year 

• Full time from January 2022 when she will earn £60,000. 

• She pays 5% into her QWP (£2,000) employer pays 3% 

• DIS of £200K 

• Gets six weeks sick pay then SSP. 

• She’s been offered membership of her employer’s PMI scheme 

 

Objective: Ensure that their financial protection arrangements are adequate 

for their needs. 
 

Comment on their current situation 

 

• Outstanding mortgage of £350,000 

• Protected by joint life first event life and CI (no SA given but assume for the moment 

it is the same as o/s mortgage debt) 
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• DIS of £204,000 for Dan, £200,000 for Sara 

• No cover for continuing income on death of either 

• Tom gets 90 days sick pay and Sara 6 weeks and then SSP which would only give £94.25 

a week limited to 28 weeks. 

• They would not qualify for Universal Credit in view of their assets and their spouse 

would be still working 

• No CI outside mortgage policy 

• Dan has some PMI, Sara has the opportunity to join her employer’s scheme. 

• They have significant savings and investments which could give them some short term 

protection 

• No redundancy cover 

• They have pension funds that could provide death benefits. 

. 

 

Fact Find question, “what additional information would you require to be able to give 

advice on their need for financial protection” 

 

• What are your current outgoings? 

• Current SA of mortgage policy 

• Term of mortgage 

• Term of policy/Are they in line with each other? 

• Are premiums guaranteed 

• Has a nomination been made for their DIS and Pensions? 

• Will Sara’s DIS benefit increase when she works full time? 

• Details of wills/Guardianship 

• Any dangerous hobbies, pursuits/ underwriting factors?/smoker non-smoker? 

• What income is being made from your investments? 

• Willingness to use exiting assets to help sustain income. 

• Planned retirement date. 

• How long are children likely to be dependent. 

• Any further expected inheritances? 

• Details of Dan’s PMI* 

• Affordability? 

• Views on future inflation 

 

*There will probably be a question on whether Sara should take up the offer of joining her 

employer’s PMI scheme. It would be worth while reading all the questions in the first case 

study to ensure you don’t repeat yourself. 
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Recommend and Justify question 

 

If this comes up candidates will probably be asked to cover just one of these products 

 

 

• Family Income Benefit (FIB) policy on life of Dan taken out in Sara’s name to ensure 

speedy payment 

• Monthly amount equivalent to monthly outgoings (ex mortgage as would be paid off) 

to maintain standard of living. 

• Term for minimum of 12 years/until planned retirement age. 

• With Indexation to ensure it keeps pace with inflation 

• With WOP to ensure premiums would be paid if unable to work due to accident or 

sickness 

• Guaranteed premiums to give certainty of cost. 

• Low cost therefore affordable. 

 

This could be repeated for Sara with policy taken out by Dan. 

 

• Income Protection Insurance for Dan 

• Monthly benefit to be 50% of gross income. (you must give a figure either as a 

percentage or an exact monetary amount. The marking scheme is fairly wide so any 

thing between 50% and 70% should get the mark} 

• With a deferred period of 13 weeks to keep premiums low/dovetail into sick pay 

• Term for a minimum of 12 years/planned retirement age. 

• To maintain family’s standard of living if Dan were to suffer a long term illness 

• Indexation to ensure real value of benefits 

• Guaranteed Premiums to avoid future increases. 

• Own job basis to maintain widest cover. 

• Both are in good health and low risk occupations therefore underwriting should be 

straight forward 

• Cannot be cancelled by insurer therefore can have multiple claims 

 

Again this could be repeated for Sara but with six week DP 

 

A question might be asked on comparing CI with IPI 

 

• CI pays out on diagnosis of an illness stated in the policy 

• IPI pays benefit if unable to work due to accident or sickness 

• CI is a lump sum payment rather than income 

• Payment ends the policy. 

• Multiple claims possible under IPI 
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A previous question asked why it might be inappropriate to rely on a DIS benefit? 

 

• If they move jobs they will lose the benefit 

• The employer may change the terms of the deal. 

• Can’t increase benefits. 

• No critical illness or income protection 

• Reduced benefit if takes salary sacrifice 

 

Technical issue about their pension death benefits 

 

• They should nominate each other 

• They could take the whole fund free of tax but this would take it out of the pension 

regime 

• They could buy a dependant’s annuity, income would tax free but would cease on their 

death. 

• Designate a dependant’s FAD from which they could withdraw as they like income tax 

free. 

• Any remaining money could be passed on to children on their death.  

• Outside their estate 

 

(more on this in case study 2) 

 

PMI offer 

 

Additional information 

 

• What is the cost? 

• What is the P11D benefit? 

• What is the level of cover? 

• Any underwriting required? 

• Excess on claims 

• Treatment of pre-existing conditions? 

• Can Dan and the children be included? 

• Comparison with Dan’s policy benefits 

• What would be the cost for that? 

• Can she continue with the cover if she leaves the employer? 

 

Benefits 

 

• Lower cost than individual policy 

• May be more lenient underwriting 
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• Speedier treatment. 

• Can arrange time to suit her. 

• Choice of doctor/hospital. 

• Possible ancillary benefits, e.g. health screening 

 

 

Objective: Arrange a suitable strategy to pay for their children’s university 

costs 
 

Factors to consider 

 

• Money could be needed in 7 years time 

• Costs likely to last for four years with years 2 and 3 likely to double costs 

• Affordability doesn’t seem to be an issue  

• Estimated fees/costs 

• Availability of student loans 

• Finn will have a child trust fund. 

• How long will the children be at university? 

• Any bursaries or scholarships likely to be available? 

• Do they expect the children to contribute?/part time work? 

• Would parents be willing to help/expected inheritances? 

• Do they want to keep control of the money? 

• Would they be willing to use their existing investments? 

• They have unused ISA allowances/JISA available 

• Accessibility/liquidity 

• Growth assumptions 

• Is the ATR still medium risk for this objective? 

• Priority of this objective. 

 

Options 

 

• Finn would have qualified for CTF. 

• This might only have been the initial government gift of £250. 

• CTF fund choices may be limited and charges may be higher than a Junior ISA. 

• They could switch to a JISA.  

• They could contribute up to £9k per child 

• Both offer tax free growth 

• Not subject to £100 parental income rule. 

• In both cases the fund becomes the child’s property at 18 

 

• Alternatively Sara could save independently into an ISA. 

• Keeps the same benefits but retains control. 
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• Note that parents paying for education fees an costs is regarded as maintenance so is 

not a transfer for IHT. 

 

Possible question on making regular payments 

 

• Reduces market timing risk 

• Not tying up capital 

• Can suspend and vary payments 

• Benefit from Pound cost averaging 

• Reduces volatility risk 

 

Objective: Ensure their savings and investments are appropriate to their needs. 

 

Factors to consider 

 

• With Sara’s inheritance they have total assets of £101,000 

• £7,500 is set against their mortgage and might not be classed as an emergency fund 

• They do not appear to have used their ISA allowance this year 

• No geographical diversification in either of their holdings. 

• Dan’s fund may be too high for medium ATR 

• Sara’s fund may be too low 

• They don’t have a planned strategy. 

• Dan is currently a higher rate tax payer, Sara is basic but will also be a higher rate tax 

payer when she works full time, 

• Sara’s inherited unit trusts are outside the ISA wrapper. 

• All other assets are in an ISA wrapper. 

• She can use the Dividend Allowance for income from the non-ISA assets and anything 

above will be taxed at 7.5% 

• There will currently be no significant gain on the inherited assets as they would have 

been acquired at probate value. 

 

Additional information 

 

• Do they need a separate emergency fund/suitability of offset mortgage fund/Can 

withdrawals be made from this without penalty? 

• Does the offset mortgage provider allow them to increase the cash element? 

• Will this result in them saving 3% interest on the increased cash element? 

• Original acquisition price of ISA/performance. 

• Income from funds. 

• Have they used their ISA allowance for this year. 

• What is their investment aim?/Growth, Income? 

• Reason for selecting funds/did they receive advice/funds on a platform? 
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• Do they have any ethical preferences? 

• Make up of the inherited funds 

• Charges 

 

Risk factors 

 

• Uk smaller companies fund is dependent on UK economic performance/no 

geographical diversification 

• Not subject to currency risk 

• May underperform UK market 

• Greater risk of individual company failure 

 

• Corporate bond fund is vulnerable to a fall if interest rates rise 

• Default risk of individual bonds 

• Unlikely to give a higher performance than equity fund 

• But is usually negatively correlated to equities. 

 

Recommendation 

 

• Review inherited holdings 

• Assess whether they match ATR 

• Sara should transfer half of these to Dan intra spousal transfer 

• Each places £20,000 into ISA 

• Can repeat next year. 

• In meantime they can both make use of the £2,000 dividend allowance 

• Consider increasing the offset amount 

 

Their pensions 

 

Factors 

 

• Retirement age not known but could be in 12 years 

• Could be supporting the children until they are 60 

• Therefore ability to fund pensions may be limited. 

• Dan’s total input is £18,360. 

• Personal input £7,140 

• Fund is £242,000 in a range of global equity funds. 

• Sara’s input is £3,200 rising to £4,800 when she works full time 

• Fund is cautious managed and fund value is £242,000 

• This does not match her stated ATR 

• Also has a preserved pension with a former employer. UK tracker fund £97,000 

• Charges 
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• State pension age is 67 for both 

• Minimum pension age will increase to 57 in 2028 

 

Additional information 

 

• Planned retirement age 

• Income or capital needed in retirement. 

• Affordability 

• Do their schemes allow further individual contribution? 

• Is Salary Sacrifice available? 

• Do they allow additional lumps sum contributions? 

• What other funds are available? 

• State pension forecast 

• Does Dan have any other deferred pensions 

• Where do existing assets fit into their retirement plans 

• Willingness to increase funding in final years of employment 

• Attitude to risk in terms of security of income 

• Importance of death benefits 

• Any plans to downsize/move house 

• Their three year input record 

• Can Sara’s deferred pension be transferred to her WPS? 

• Does it have any protected benefits. 

• Do the schemes allow benefits to be taken flexibly? 

 

The benefits of transferring are: 

 

• It consolidates the funds making it easier to manage 

• Could benefit from lower charges 

• No impact on her annual allowance 

• Increases the potential growth on her fund. 

 

But take care that in transferring she doesn’t lose benefits such as a GAR or protected 

PCLS 

 

As Dan has an ANI greater than £100K he has lost part of his PA 

 

There could be a question on how this would be calculated and how making a single 

contribution could mitigate this. 

 

• Take his total gross income (£112,000 

• Deduct his personal contribution (£7,140) 

• This gives ANI of £104,860 
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• Therefore PA reduced by £2,430 to £10,070 

 

By making a gross contribution of £4,860 or Gift Aid he would get all his PA of £12,500. 

 

This leads to a possible question of the benefits of using some of Sara’s inherited OEICS as 

one-off contributions to their pensions. 

 

• It would increase their pension funds/greater income at retirement. 

• Immediate boost of 25% on the contribution. 

• Dan could reclaim further 20% relief and restore his full income tax PA (60% relief) 

• Gives increased death benefits. 

• Affordable 

• Tax free growth within the fund 

• They have not maximised input for current year 

 

For Sara it might be better to wait until she becomes a higher rate tax payer before making 

the contribution. 

In the meantime she could invest into an ISA and then transfer into a pension when she 

becomes a higher rate tax payer. 
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Case study 2 June (asset rich income poor) 
 

All the objectives in this case study are interlinked and achieving one may reduce the 

possibility of achieving another. 

 

First issue: Why should we treat June as a vulnerable client? 

 

• She is 71 

• She is not in good health. 

• She has recently been widowed probably unexpectedly. 

• She has invested cautiously. 

• She has inherited £870,000 in assets from her late husband. 

• These are in higher risk investments than she is used to. 

• Has insufficient income to cover outgoings. 

• Considering selling her house which is her most valuable asset. 

• This is also a major lifetime change 

 

What action should the adviser take? 

 

• Explain that in view of her circumstances we will treat her as a VC and ask her if she is 

happy to proceed on that basis. 

• Confirm this in writing and keep record on file 

• Check if there are any other factors such as hearing or sight problems 

• Consider involving the children in the discussions. 

• Ensure she has plenty of time to consider the options./reflect on the advice 

• Keep all language as simple as possible (both written and oral) 

• Constantly check her understanding. 

 

Objective: Ensuring she has sufficient income throughout retirement 
 

Note that she is considering is selling her house and renting a property in a retirement village. 

 

Additional information required 

 

• What is your current income?/State pension + late husband’s. 

• Will she inherit any part of Colin’s SERPS/S2P pension 

• Did Colin’s annuity have any capital guarantee? 

• Is her late husband’s pension indexed linked, if so how much? (note this will be tax 

free) 

• What are your current outgoings? (both now and if she moves) 

• Views on inflation 

• How much have you been withdrawing from your deposit account? 
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• What is the current income from her and her late husband’s investments? 

• Prognosis of health condition/life expectancy 

• Does the rent just cover the flat? 

• Are there additional service charges?/council tax? 

• What is the expected increase in rent each year? 

• Could downsizing (buying) to a smaller property be an option? 

• Is her ATR still medium? 

 

Could be a possible question on the implications of the proposed move 

 

Benefits 

 

• She will probably find it easier to live in a smaller property./maintenance taken care 

of 

• There could be additional assistance such as laundry and personal care. 

• Possibility of para medical help on site 

• The sale of the property produces cash 

• Her estate will still be able to claim her RNRB even if she no longer owns it. 

 

Drawbacks 

 

• She loses the potential growth in the value of the property. 

• There will be costs incurred in the sale. 

• It may not realise the expected amount. 

• There may be sentimental attachment to the property. 

• She has increased costs because of the rent. 

• In the future it may not be possible to pay the rent. 

 

Factors to consider in meeting her income needs 

 

• Her state pension is indexed linked 

• Her late husband’s will be tax free 

• She has considerable other assets that she can draw on 

• Much of this income or capital withdrawals would be tax free. 

• She has health problems and may have reduced life expectancy. 

 

There are a number of options in providing the shortfall in income. The DGT option will be 

considered under IHT 

 

• Assuming she sells the house she could invest the proceeds into an investment bond 

• Assuming she gets £400,000 using the 5% rule she could get £20,000 a year tax 

deferred. Income tax may be due when she dies. 

• Any remaining fund would be part of her estate 
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• No inflation protection unless she increases the withdrawal rate which may lead to an 

immediate tax charge. 

• Simple and will reduce her estate as she withdraws the money. 

 

• She could buy a Purchase Life Annuity with the sale proceeds or other assets. 

• This would give her a guaranteed income for life. 

• Irrevocable/inflexible 

• May get an enhanced rate 

• Part would be tax free as it would be return of capital. 

• Remainder taxed as savings income so she could use her PSA. 

• Escalation available. 

• Could build in a guarantee if she were to die early but this would become part of her 

estate on death. 

 

She could use Colin’s SIPP which has been crystallised and has been designated a FAD 

 

• Sara has three options 

• Take it all as cash 

• Buy a dependant’s annuity (don’t describe it as a lifetime annuity) 

• Designate it as a Dependant’s FAD. 

• She can choose a combination of these. 

 

All would be tax free as Colin died under 75 provided a choice is made within two years of 

Colin’s death 

 

• Cash would give her additional capital 

• But it would take it out of the pension regime. 

• Therefore fund would be taxed. 

• It would also be part of her estate. 

 

• Dependant’s annuity has certain benefits. 

• It gives her a guaranteed income. 

• Could have escalation 

• She would qualify for an impaired life annuity therefore a higher rate. 

• It would take the money outside her estate. 

• It cannot be passed on to anyone else. 

• Cannot include death benefits or guarantees 

 

• FAD would allow her to withdraw capital as she wished. 

• Gives her the greatest flexibility. 

• Income and growth will still be tax free. 

• Any funds remaining on her death can be passed on to children or to anyone else. 
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• It would be outside her estate. 

• But she may not want another asset to worry about. 

 

She could also take the “natural income” from her investments. 

 

• Retains the capital for future needs 

• Tax efficient as mainly from ISA 

• May not meet her needs. 

• Income will fluctuate. 

 

She could just encash assets as she requires 

This is where the issue of which investments should she use first and this interacts with the 

other two objectives. 

 

• Taking withdrawals from non ISA assets could make use of the CGT exemption 

• Income or capital withdrawals from the ISA will be tax free 

• Income from her late husband’s SIPP will be tax free as he died under 75 and will be 

outside her estate. 

 

Overall strategy 

 

• Aim should be to ensure she has adequate income but with a low risk of exhausting 

the fund. 

• Establish ATR/CFL to check if it is still medium 

• We need to establish the shortfall in income allowing for whether she sells the house 

or remains there. 

• Produce a cash flow model to take account of inflation and investment returns over 

at least 10 years and possibly 20 years. 

• Construct a new portfolio in line with her ATR 

• Take withdrawals first from non ISA assets 

• Then ISA 

• Finally SIPP 

 

Cash flow uses assumptions about inflation income and returns but these may not be 

accurate. As a minimum it should be subject to “stress testing” 

 

• Inflation higher than expected 

• Returns lower than expected. 

• Stock market crash 

• Income needs higher than expected. 

• Need for a capital sum. 

• Living longer than expected. 
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There is also the danger of sequencing risk. 

 

• A cash flow model assumes the investment returns are the same throughout June’s 

lifetime. 

• However returns will vary year by year. 

• If returns are low in the earlier years this increases the chances of earlier fund 

exhaustion. 

• If returns are good in the earlier years this reduces the risk of fund exhaustion. 

 

This can be mitigated by: 

 

• Having a cash fund to cover first year’s withdrawals 

• This can be repeated each year by encashing existing holdings to provide cash for next 

12 months. 

• Selecting less volatile assets for the fund 

• Cutting back withdrawals in times of turbulence. 

• Reviewing the fund and withdrawals each year. 

 

Technical note: Long Term Care 

 

The case study states that she may need LTC in the future. 

At this point she could ask for a Personal Needs Assessment (statutory right to get this) 

But her assets mean that she would not qualify for any local authority help. 

If and when she does need LTC she could purchase an Immediate Needs Annuity 

This could be at a higher rate than a normal annuity. 

If paid directly to the care provider there would be no tax liability on Sara 

 

If her condition deteriorates and she needs help during the day or night she will qualify for 

attendance allowance. This is £60 a week, tax free and is not means tested, 

 

Objective: Her investments meet her needs 
 

• The assets will need to be registered in her name once Colin’s estate is finalised. 

• This should lead to a full review of all the assets to create a new portfolio in line with 

her ATR and her objectives 

• Her own portfolio has no equity exposure and therefore does not match her ATR 

• The emerging markets and AIM shares in the inherited portfolio do not match her ATR 

•  

• The OEICS could be in line with her ATR but there is no geographical diversification/all 

UK based. 

• SIPP has individual shares which gives a lack of diversification and may be too high a 

risk. 
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• Need to establish whether her and her late husband’s asset are held on a platform. 

 

The emerging markets ISA 

 

• This allows her to make use of the Additional Personal Subscription (APS) 

• This will be the greater of the value of the ISA at the date of her husband’s death or 

when the assets are passed to her. (this could be an additional information question).  

• She would need to select one provider to receive this. 

• She then has three years from date of death to invest this and still be classed as an 

ISA. 

• She still has her normal £20,000 allowance. 

• She could use any of her assets to fund this 

• It may be possible to do a in specie transfer of the EM ISA but the manager may not 

accept this and it doesn’t match her ATR 

• This would have to be completed within 180 days of June becoming the owner 

 

Technical note: APS 

 

She must claim this. 

HMRC will require: 

 

• Name and address 

• His NINO 

• His Date of birth 

• Date of marriage 

• Declaration that June is the surviving spouse. 

• Declaration that they were living together on Colin’s date of death. 

 

Suitability 

 

• The fund does not match her ATR. 

• These markets tend to have high volatility. 

• They are subject to currency, political and regulatory risk 

 

AIM shares 

 

• These are shares in smaller companies that have gone past the start up stage but are 

not big enough to get a full listing. 

• High volatility 

• These so not match her ATR 

• Key additional information would be details of the individual holdings together with 

performance. 
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• Dividends tend to be low so may not meet her need for income 

• They would be exempt from IHT (Business Relief) if held for two years but this should 

not be used as a justification for retaining these if they do not match her ATR. 

• If they had been held for less than two years by her husband, the “clock” would 

continue. 

 

They could be used for IHT planning which will be dealt with in the next section 

 

OEIC funds 

 

• Need to establish holdings, performance and income. 

• They match her ATR 

• But should be considered in the light of a major restructure of her portfolio 

• She could use her annual ISA contribution 

• She could use her £1,000 PSA with gilt/bond funds 

• £2,000 dividend allowance for equity funds. 

 

Overall approach 

 

• Create a new portfolio appropriate to her needs 

• Agree asset split 

• Select collective funds to give wide geographical diversification 

• Possible core and satellite approach. 

• Maximising ISA allowances 

• SIPP should be invested in growth orientated assets if her intention is not to draw on 

this but to pass it on to her children/grandchildren 

 

Objective: Ensuring her estate is passed to her children in a tax efficient 

manner. 
 

• Current estate £1,217,000 (excluding SIPP but including AIM shares) 

• She can inherit her husband’s NRB and RNRB (£500K) 

• She can use her own NRB and RNRB even if the house is sold. 

• These are frozen until 2026/2027 

• Current liability is £86,800 

• Estate will reduce if she continues to withdraw capital. 

• Her health means she may not survive for another seven years 
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Technical note RNRB and downsizing 

 

Even if she sells her house her estate can still get the full RNRB. 

 

This will be (assuming she dies before 2026/27 £175K plus her late husband’s RNRB provided 

assets up to the same amount are passed to her direct descendants 

 

Main issue is which is more important to her. Maintaining a good lifestyle by using her capital 

or maximising her estate to be passed to the children. 

 

Fact find questions 

 

• Relative importance of using assets to maintain lifestyle or to pass maximum estate to 

children and grandchildren? 

• Did Colin make any lifetime gifts in the seven years before he died? 

• Has June made any previous gifts? 

• When did Colin invest in the AIM shares? 

• Does she want to make any gifts now? 

• Does your will leave everything to Colin? 

• To whom do you want your estate to be left? 

• Do you have an LPA? 

• Who is the attorney? 

• Have you made nominations for inherited SIPP? 

• Any potential inheritances 

• Importance of retaining capital. 

 

Immediate action. 

 

• Write a new will 

• Current one is still valid but if it left everything to her husband, he cannot benefit 

therefore estate divided along intestacy rules. 

• Could leave specific bequests to grandchildren 

• Could make a charitable bequest to get the 36% rate. 

 

• Consider a Deed of Variation. 

• This would not reduce the potential IHT liability but would enable Sara to give an 

immediate gift to children or grandchildren. 

• It can be done because she is over 18 and sane 

• Colin died less than two years ago. 

• The deed would mean that the gift was made from Colin’s estate. 
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• Whilst it would reduce her estate (she wouldn’t own the asset) this is counterbalanced 

by the fact that Colin would have a reduced NRB therefore on her death the estate 

can’t claim 100% of Colin’s 

• It would not be a PET on her behalf which could be beneficial as she may not survive 

seven years. 

• Growth of the gift would be outside her estate. 

 

Set up a lasting Power of attorney. 

 

• If Colin had been the attorney and there was no replacement one it would have lapsed 

• Could also be used to achieve her wish of not having to spend a great deal of time 

monitoring her investments. 

 

Questions on LPA’s could come in a variety of forms so the best preparation is to 

understand the key points of an LPA. 

 

• An LPA will ensure that her children can take over her mother’s financial affairs 

and/or make welfare decisions if she loses mental capacity. 

• June sets up the LPA and appoints her attorney (ies) 

• It must be done on the prescribed form. 

• It must be signed dated and witnessed. 

• It can be for finance or welfare or both. 

• She can ask for five other people to be informed when the form is submitted to 

the OPG 

• It must also be signed by an independent third party (the certificate provider) 

who confirms that her mother knows what she is doing. 

• It is sent to the Office of the Public Guardian who will register it. 

 

• June would probably want to appoint one or both her children as her attorney. 

• She should also consider appointing a deputy who could take over they become 

disqualified or became incapacitated. 

• Once registered it can be used. 

• Whilst June retains mental capacity the attorney can only give supported 

decision making (that is help her mother make a decision but cannot overrule her 

mother) 

• Once she has lost MC they can give substituted decision making (that is taking 

decisions on behalf of her mother) 

• If it is for personal welfare, decisions can only be taken by the attorney when her 

mother loses mental capacity. 

 

• If an LPA isn’t completed and her mother loses mental capacity then her children 

would have to apply to be a deputy 
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• They would have to apply to the Court of Protection. 

• It is an expensive process and the application may be rejected. 

• If appointed their powers would be more restricted than an LPA 

• They would have to submit regular returns to the COP 

 

Discounted gift Trust 

 

Technical note 

 

• The gift is split into two parts 

• The “discount” which is outside the estate. 

• And provides a regular income stream. 

• The remaining amount which is classed as a CLT if put into a discretionary trust, a PET if 

an absolute trust 

• The total gift is invested into an Insurance Bond from which a 5% withdrawal is taken to 

provide an income. 

 

 

Benefits 

 

• The discount is immediately outside her estate 

• But she would receive a regular income stream. 

• Investment growth is outside the estate. 

• If gift (less discount) is below NRB there is no immediate charge. 

• The entire gifted amount is out of the estate if June survives seven years 

• By using a discretionary trust and appointing trustees, June can avoid the 

management of the funds 

• If a DT is used on her death the trust would not be in her estate and benefits could be 

passed on swiftly if desired 

• It could also be used to provide benefits to unborn grandchildren 

 

Disadvantages 

 

• Loss of access to capital 

• Inflexible, payments can’t be adjusted. 

• Because of her health the discount may be low 

• She may not survive seven years therefore her NRB would be reduced on death. 

• Complex to set up/charges. 

• After her death she would not have control over the distribution of the assets but 

could have written a letter of intent. 

• If she wanted certainty she could have used a Bare Trust 
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Factors to consider 

 

• Good chance of not surviving seven years 

• Will have to have a medical/Is she willing? 

• Can she afford to give capital away? 

• Her ATR/capacity for loss 

• Is she happy with a fixed income/possible erosion by inflation. 

• Does she plan to make any further gifts? 

 

Overall the simplest approach to reducing IHT is to reduce her assets to maintain her living 

standards. 

 

• She should use her annual exemption and small gifts. 

• Care needs to be taken with gifts out of normal expenditure. HMRC would have to be 

convinced that it is from income and not capital. 

• Taking out life assurance is not feasible in view of her health. 

• Making gifts may not be practical in view of the risk of not surviving seven years. 

• However there is one possibility using the AIM shares 

 

This was suggested by a delegate on the Hants and Dorset event and having done some 

research I think it could work. 

 

Let’s say someone owns shares in their business that qualifies for BR and they want to pass 

these to their children who intend to carry on running the business. 

That would be a PET but as they qualify for BR if the donor dies within seven years the gift will 

not reduce the donor’s NRB provided that the recipients continue to hold them for the 

balance of the seven years. 

 

So June could gift the AIM shares to her two children. 

She should explain to that they must retain the shares for the next seven years. 

If she dies within that period her NRB would remain intact 

 

It was suggested that the AIM shares could be transferred using a DOV but I’m not sure that 

it would work as that would not be a lifetime gift. 

 

You might want to discuss this with one of your IHT specialists to check if this is correct and 

please share any findings on the Whatsapp group. 

 

She does not wish to spend a great deal of time monitoring these investments in future. 

 

• Probably too small to use a Discretionary Fund Management Service. 

• Charges could have a disproportionate effect on returns 
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• Does she want to have her funds actively managed or would she prefer a “buy and 

hold” strategy. 

• May not be appropriate if she is going to remain mainly in collectives. 

• Using a platform could make it easier to track. 

• By setting up an LPA and appointing one or both her children as attorneys, they could 

help her to manage her investments for her. 

 

• Note whilst June has mental capacity, her attorneys can only give supported decision 

making. They cannot make a decision for her.  

• If this approach is followed then whenever a decision needs to be made the adviser 

should ensure June is involved in the meeting. 

 

Review question. 

This will probably come under case study 2. 

 

• Change in June’s Personal circumstances/change in health 

• Change in ATR/CFL 

• Performance of her portfolio/rebalancing. 

• Review cash flow model 

• Income required for the next 12 months 

• Source of funds for this 

• Use of any annual allowances (ISA/CGT annual exemption) 

• Changes in legislation/taxation 

• New products available 

• Current economic conditions 

 

 


